Independent test report
Model 2461

BEST IN CLASS
BATTERY RUNTIME

Tested:
best in class
battery
runtime!
Summary

Introduction

An independent test institute tested the

An objective test carried out by a renowned

performance of ‘Hybrid Power’ model 2461.

independent test institute shows the

The results show that you can drive at least

tremendous advantage of Skil’s latest

184% more screws with the Skil 2461 than

innovation: Lithium-Ion ‘Hybrid Power’.

with tools from competitors, and it’s actually

This test compares the performance of two

even more. Additional results show that

well-known European Lithium-Ion cordless

recharging, with intervals of 10 seconds

drills with that of Skil’s new ‘Hybrid Power’

between the processed screws, puts in

model 2461, a ‘16V Max’ 1,5Ah cordless drill.

significantly more energy than you actually

Competitor models A and B are Lithium-Ion

use during the job (figure 1). This means you

cordless drills of 18V 1,5Ah and 20V 3,0Ah,

can work much longer.

respectively. So both these competitor
models clearly have higher specifications

Work longer

on paper than the Skil model 2461.

with ‘Hybrid
Power’
Drive at least
184% more

Figure 1: Input energy versus output energy

screws

Description

Test results

The test was conducted as follows: first the

After the test, the test institute reported how

batteries of all three cordless drills were fully

many 4x40 mm screws were driven into soft

charged. Each of the three cordless drills was

wood by each of the cordless drills. The follo-

then separately tested by driving as many

wing test results were recorded (figure 2):

4x40 mm screws (the most commonly used

• Competitor model A 18V Lithium-Ion 1,5Ah:

screw size in our region) as possible into soft

924 screws (4x40 mm) driven into soft wood

wood. The test ended when the battery of each

with 1 full battery charge.
• Competitor model B 20V Lithium-Ion 3,0Ah:

there was one exception: the test of the Skil

1750 screws (4x40 mm) driven into soft wood

‘Hybrid Power’ model 2461 cordless drill was

with 1 full battery charge.

briefly interrupted when the battery-level

• Skil ‘Hybrid Power 16V Max’ Lithium-Ion

indicator showed a remaining battery capacity

1,5Ah: 2625 screws (4x40 mm) driven into

of approx. 30% - in other words, when the

soft wood. With 1 full battery charge and at

battery level started to run low. This is the

approx. 30% remaining battery capacity

moment at which the unique ‘Hybrid Power’

switched to ‘Hybrid Power’ intelligent

feature comes into play. Connecting the 6

charging with intervals of 10 seconds

metre long cord to the Skil 2461 then allows

between the processed screws. The test was

work to be continued for a long time.

then ended, although the battery runtime
would have allowed work to continue.
Additional test results show that recharging
puts in significantly more energy than you
actually use during the job (figure 1).
This means that ‘Hybrid Power’ intelligent
charging allows work to be continued for
a long time.

‘Hybrid Power’
allows work to
be continued
for a long time

Figure 2: Number of screws driven

cordless drill was completely empty. However
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